Due to its unrivaled ability to predict the dynamical evolution of interacting atoms, molecular dynamics (MD) is a widely used computational method in theoretical chemistry, physics, biology, and engineering. Despite its success, MD is only capable of modeling timescales within several orders of magnitude of thermal vibrations, leaving out many important phenomena that occur at slower rates. The temperature-accelerated dynamics (TAD) method overcomes this limitation by thermally accelerating the state-to-state evolution captured by MD. Due to the algorithmically complex nature of the serial TAD procedure, implementations have yet to improve performance by parallelizing the concurrent exploration of multiple states. Here we utilize a discrete-event-based application simulator to introduce and explore a new speculatively parallel TAD (SpecTAD) method. We investigate the SpecTAD algorithm, without a full-scale implementation, by constructing an application simulator proxy (SpecTADSim). Following this method, we discover that a non-trivial relationship exists between the optimal SpecTAD parameter set and the number of CPU cores available at run-time. Furthermore, we find that a majority of the available SpecTAD boost can be achieved within an existing TAD application using relatively simple algorithm modifications.
Introduction
In recent years, a number of US Department of Energy (DOE) national laboratories have become heavily involved in computational co-design efforts. These institutions have begun using their advanced scientific software portfolio to both influence and adapt to next-generation high-performance computing (HPC) architectures. [1] [2] [3] Motivated by global exascale computing trends, this approach aims to accelerate the advancement of scientific research by optimizing the development of future software with respect to such metrics as performance, power consumption, data communication, memory use, data locality, extreme concurrency, and resilience. 4 Recently, in response to the DOE co-design strategy, the concept of parameterized application simulation has been introduced. 5 The general concept of an application simulator is to capture the essence of a real application without requiring the implementation or execution of a full-scale code. This is accomplished in practice by modeling the key stages of a real software application using discrete-event simulation (DES). In short, a DES-based application simulator is designed by abstracting out the time-intensive kernels of an authentic application and replacing their execution by the simulated passage of time. In order to accurately predict the simulated wall clock time (WCT) required to execute the target application, this approach also requires that a hardware model be defined. While it can be valuable to include a model containing as much detail as possible, this work only warranted the implementation of a low-fidelity model.
Here, we adopt the DES-based application simulation approach to introduce and explore the performance of the speculatively parallel TAD (SpecTAD) method, a new algorithmic extension of temperature-accelerated dynamics (TAD). TAD is a serial accelerated molecular dynamics (AMD) method used in many fields to model the evolution of interacting atoms over timescales that are beyond the reach of conventional molecular dynamics (MD) . Earlier work has demonstrated that spatial decomposition methods can be used within TAD to enhance its weak parallel scaling, allowing for the simulation of very large system sizes. [6] [7] [8] Here, we instead consider a statebased parallelization method intended to achieve parallel scaling even for small system sizes. That is, we aim to speed up the simulation of a physical system that is too small for traditional spatial decomposition routines to provide any advantage. Although this approach prevents the exploration of SpecTAD at significantly large core counts, the results can be used to inform future steps towards exascalability. For example, a much larger physical system can be modeled using many more cores by concurrently performing SpecTAD within many synchronous sublattice domains, 6, 9 each being a similar size to the physical test system used here. Using a SpecTAD application simulator (SpecTADSim) with these current and future steps in mind, we discover that a non-trivial relationship exists between the optimal SpecTAD parameter set and the number of CPU cores available at run-time. Additionally, we find that a majority of the available SpecTAD boost can be achieved within an existing TAD application using relatively simple algorithm modifications.
Related work
Previous work has demonstrated that an application simulator (TADSim) can be used to rapidly explore complex parameter spaces and theoretical algorithm variations within TAD. 5 In the current work, a new application simulator (SpecTADSim) was designed and implemented to extend the algorithm design space beyond what was previously explored. The success of the earlier TADSim code confirmed that the run-time of an MD-based method is completely dominated by the consistent time increment needed to calculate all interatomic forces during each time step and energy minimization iteration. This result motivated the use of a similar hardware abstraction in the SpecTADSim code, just detailed enough to accurately capture the average time required for the so-called force call.
As discussed in the ''Application simulation'' section, both the domination of the run-time by force calls and the asynchronous execution flow make SpecTAD an ideal target for DES-based application simulation. However, the simulation of software is not a new concept, and so this approach was chosen from a number of alternative approaches. Other approaches include fully analytical models like the bulk synchronous parallel (BSP) model. 10 These models can be extremely fast to execute, but do not apply to the non-deterministic execution flow of TAD. More complex approaches include the combination of analytical models with machine learning techniques, and 11 flexible statistical models, 12 as well as the use of empirical evaluation 13 and simulation. 14 Some frameworks even offer a combination of these approaches, along with the automated generation of the underlying performance model. 15 With these various performance prediction alternatives in mind, application simulation was deemed a sensible way to accurately predict the asynchronous and stochastic execution flow of SpecTAD at a much faster rate than directly executing an authentic code.
In addition to there being alternative performance prediction methods, there are also a number of alternative TAD algorithm variations that have been discussed in the literature. 16 Although the parallel TAD (ParTAD) 6 and extended TAD (XTAD) 8 methods have focused on the use of spatial decomposition parallelism, an approach that is not usually relevant smaller system sizes, several other algorithm extensions have aimed to improve the algorithm more generally. For example, synthetic mode TAD, learning from the past TAD, minimum barrier (E min ) TAD, and dimer TAD are all established methods designed to speed up the serial algorithm by using a priori knowledge or selflearned information about the specific state-to-state barriers present in the physical system. [17] [18] [19] [20] While these types of extensions are not considered in the current work, they can all be implemented within the parallel framework presented here.
AMD
In this work, we investigate a new algorithmic extension of TAD, 17 which is a software application in the MD family. Currently, MD is the most dominant computer simulation technique used for modeling systems of interacting atoms. 21 In MD, this task is accomplished by numerically integrating the system's equation of motion over a sequence of many time steps. In order to carry out the time integration scheme, the forces acting on each atom in the system must be calculated at every step. These so-called force calls, which are typically derived from an interatomic potential formulation, are the dominant consumers of CPU time in any traditional MD code.
Although MD is now well established as an indispensable tool in materials science, 22 chemical physics, 23 and the biological sciences, 24 the method is limited by a systematic timescale challenge. Due to the small time step required to capture the thermal vibration of atoms, conventional simulations are restricted to about 1 ms for material systems, while most phenomena of interest take place on much longer timescales. While massively parallel architectures are often used to increase the spatial scale of traditional MD models, further modification of MD's sequential time integration formulation is needed to access enhanced temporal scales. The AMD approach to this challenge is to leverage the clear disparity between thermal vibrational frequencies and state-to-state evolution rates present in many material systems. 25, 26 That is, for many systems of interest, the dynamical evolution over longer timescales is characterized by long periods of uneventful vibrations in a single state, punctuated by rare topological state transitions. AMD methods exploit the rare-event nature of these systems to produce simulations reaching much longer times, sometimes seconds or more.
There are currently three well-established generalizations of the AMD approach: the simulation of higher temperatures to speed up transitions, the parallelization of time through concurrent replica processes, and the controlled modification of interatomic force behavior. In each case, the modified conditions used to accelerate state-to-state evolution must be statistically re-mapped onto the original, unbiased, conditions to ensure that an accurate trajectory is predicted. In the past two decades, AMD has been used to investigate a wide range of important phenomena occurring at the atomic scale, 6, 7, [27] [28] [29] and, as this work will highlight, there are still opportunities to improve the existing AMD techniques through strategic algorithmic extension. The subject of this work is a new extension of TAD, called ''speculatively parallel TAD'' (or ''SpecTAD'').
The TAD method
Prior to introducing the SpecTAD method and SpecTADSim application simulator, we introduce the original TAD algorithm. (The following introduction is intended to be brief and to closely mirror that in Mniszewski et al. 5 For a more rigorous theoretical discussion of TAD, we refer the reader to both Zamora et. al. 16 and Sorensen and Voter 17 ). As with all AMD methods, TAD assumes that the dynamical evolution of the underlying system is well characterized by infrequent state-tostate transitions over long timescales. For such systems, in which there are N moving atoms, the 3N-dimensional potential energy surface consists of many discrete basins (states) separated by barriers that are high compared to typical thermal fluctuations (on the order of k B T , where k B is the Boltzmann constant). The TAD method relies on the fact that transformation rates between adjacent energy basins are highly sensitive to temperature (i.e., higher temperatures correspond to faster transitions). This allows for the construction of a state-to-state trajectory at a temperature T Low by observing fast transitions within simulations at a higher temperature, T High .
As expressed in Algorithm 1, the TAD procedure can be framed as a recursive function, in which each recursive call corresponds to a high-temperature MD simulation constrained to a single energy basin. Within this context, the TAD algorithm is as follows.
Beginning with an initial configuration of atoms in state 0, X atoms 0 , at an extrapolated low-temperature time of t Low 0 , we evolve the system by executing a predefined number of MD steps (FcThermalize) so that the system loses its memory of the initial condition (line 10 in Algorithm 1). Although the configuration of atoms is allowed to change during the thermalization stage, we do not yet accumulate high-temperature MD time, t High . Once FcThermalize MD steps are finished, we interrupt the evolution and perform a transition check (line 11 in Algorithm 1) to verify that the trajectory is still in state 0. If the transition check detects that the trajectory has left the initial state, the configuration is reset to X atoms 0 , and the thermalization step is repeated. During the thermalization stage, and during any other MD execution within TAD, temperature control is provided by a Langevin thermostat, 30 which utilizes a sequence of random numbers.
Transition checks are conventionally performed by minimizing the potential energy with respect to the configuration of atoms, X atoms , using such force-based energy minimization procedures as steepest-descent and conjugate gradients. A transition is positively detected when the minimization procedure yields a value X atoms ) X atoms Min that does not match X atoms 0 , the expected minimum for the current state. When no transition has occurred, it typically takes within a few tens of force calls to conclude that the geometry is converging to X atoms 0 . However, if the trajectory has found a new basin, much tighter convergence is required before a transition can be declared, requiring a much larger number of force calls.
After the thermalization stage has completed by properly preparing the trajectory in state 0, we continue evolving the trajectory by executing a predefined number of MD time steps (FcBlock), during which official MD time, t High , is accumulated (line 13 in Algorithm 1). After the completion of FcBlock MD steps, the trajectory is interrupted for a transition check (line 14 in Algorithm 1). In contrast to the thermalization stage, during which transitions are not desired, this so-called MD-block stage must be repeated until a transition is positively detected, or the high-temperature stop time for state 0, t Stop , is reached. When a new transition is detected, the exact transition time, t High j , is known to have occurred at some time during the previous MD block. Given this information, t High j is conventionally defined by drawing from a uniform distribution of times over this range.
Once a new transition has been detected, the next step is to map the observed transition at t High j onto a hypothetical trajectory at T Low . TAD accomplishes this by applying the harmonic approximation to transition state theory (HTST), 31 which defines the transition rate for a given path, j, as follows:
where n 0j is the temperature-independent pre-exponential factor. Here, the transition rate depends on the exponential of the barrier height, E j = E Saddle j À E(X Min ), and on the inverse exponential of the temperature, T. The saddle-point energy of the potential energy barrier separating states 0 and j, E Saddle j , is determined in TAD using the nudged elastic band (NEB) method 32 (line 17 in Algorithm 1). When using HTST, both n 0j and E j are assumed to be independent of temperature. Thus, once the appropriate barrier height is known, the extrapolated transition time at T Low , t Low j , can be defined as follows:
The primary goal of TAD is to execute the minimum number of force calls needed to determine the transition that should occur first at low temperature. Although hightemperature MD would need to be performed until t High = t Low to select an event at t Low with certainty, it is also possible to define a shorter high-temperature time, t Stop , at which we can say the first transition has already been observed within a given confidence. This stop time is defined by the following:
where 1 À d gives the desired uncertainty level and n Min is the lower bound assumed for all pre-exponential factors in the system. It is the construction of t Stop which allows for the confident selection of a low-temperature transition within a bounded quantity of high-temperature MD time.
Since transitions occur much faster at high temperature, the bounded MD time allows TAD to produce a computational speed-up (or boost) relative to conventional MD. Before moving beyond the traditional TAD procedure, it is important to recognize that no physical system is ever perfectly described by HTST. While many solid systems closely obey Equation (1) at low to moderate temperatures, an anharmonic deviation from this law is often observed as the temperature is greatly increased. For this reason, the selection of an appropriate high temperature may be limited by the presence of significant error in projecting an anharmonic high-temperature transition rate onto a harmonic low-temperature rate. For the physical test system used in this work, we find that elevated transition rates must be accounted for when simulating MD at temperatures exceeding 500 K. These specific anharmonic corrections will be discussed in later sections.
Speculative parallelization in TAD
Although TAD is typically implemented as a serial algorithm designed to sequentially advance a system of atoms from state to state, it is possible to further accelerate the state-to-state evolution through parallel processing. In this work we explore the SpecTAD algorithm, which achieves parallelism by generating a tree of single-transition TAD processes during run-time that can be executed on distinct computational cores. For example, a general SpecTAD model may begin with a single TAD process running in an initial state 0. Once this initial process discovers a new state, j, it speculatively branches a child process to investigate state j while it continues exploring state 0. (In order to avoid confusion with the spawning of NEB calculations, this paper refers to the spawning of TAD processes as branching.) Since the parent process exploring state 0 must reach a well-defined stop time before the next official state can be known with a given confidence, the child process exploring state j is speculative in nature. As soon as any parent TAD process learns that it has children that will not be chosen as the next official state, it can prune these losing branches to free up computational resources.
In its simplest form, SpecTAD can be formulated as a trivial algorithmic extension to the recursive serial TAD function expressed in Algorithm 1. In the serial algorithm, the recursive function call is only executed once the next official state is chosen, thus ensuring that individual TAD processes (each an individual function call exploring an individual state) will be executed sequentially. The corresponding recursive SpecTAD function, expressed in Algorithm 2, is primarily the result of moving the recursive call to an intermediate step of the algorithm. This simple modification allows for a system to explore sequential states at an accelerated pace, but also requires additional resources to overlap computational work for any performance enhancement to be realized. In Algorithm 2, the procedural modifications needed to perform SpecTAD (instead of TAD) are highlighted with red text.
Instead of investigating the simple SpecTAD procedure presented in Algorithm 2, this work investigates the more general procedure expressed in Algorithm 3, in which more sophisticated branching and NEB settings become available. The primary motivation for this approach is that the specific criteria used for branching and killing SpecTAD processes (i.e., the exact placement of the recursive SpecTAD function call) can strongly influence the parallel performance. In this work, we consider two options, determined by the BranchSetting method parameter. The first of these options, AfterNEB, requires that the corresponding NEB calculation, and subsequent t Low update using Equation (2), must be finished before a SpecTAD process can branch a new child. This strict criterion, available in both Algorithms 2 and 3, ensures that branching will only be initiated by transitions corresponding to the shortest low-temperature time. In contrast to this AfterNEB option, the BeforeNEB option requires only that a new transition pathway is detected for branching to occur. In this case, it is not known if the branched transition has a chance of being the next official state until its corresponding NEB calculation is complete. Therefore, the BeforeNEB option, which is not available in Algorithm 2, allows for subsequent official states to be processed at a faster rate, but also requires additional computational resources to explore many states that are likely to be pruned. if (BranchSetting == AfterNEB) 35 branch SpecTAD (X atoms i , n + 1) process on new core 36 Update ith pathway information
As summarized in Table 1 , there are two additional method parameters that are likely to control the behavior of SpecTAD for a given BranchSetting. These parameters define both how and where the NEB calculation (lines 19 and 22 of Algorithm 3) is performed. The first of these parameters, NEBSpawnSetting, defines where the NEB calculation will be performed, with the options being Inline or Spawned. For Inline, the NEB calculation is sequentially executed, as usual, on the CPU core running the current SpecTAD process. Alternatively, the Spawned setting results in the NEB process being spawned onto a separate core or cores, allowing the current process to continue searching for transitions and branching additional children while the NEB calculation is running. The second NEB-based method parameter investigated here, the NEBParallel setting, defines how the NEB calculation will be performed, with the options being Serial and Parallel. Given fixed values for both the BranchSetting and NEBSpawnSetting parameters, the decision on whether or not to parallelize the NEB calculation can play a critical role in the overall speed achievable and the steady-state core-count required by the algorithm. Altogether, combining the BranchSetting, NEBSpawnSetting and NEBParallelSetting parameters results in the eight possible setting labels listed in the right column of Table 1 . In order to simplify our presentation of data and our discussion of SpecTAD's behavior, we adopt this labeling convention throughout.
The consideration of Spawned and Parallel NEB execution in this work was motivated by the findings of Mniszewski et al. 5 While a serial TAD implementation must perform Inline-Serial NEB calculations by default, the referenced work found that Spawned-Parallel NEB calculations can lead to a ;60% improvement in performance when there are enough cores available for offloading. This finding was a motivating force behind the development of SpecTAD, as it clearly demonstrated the possible advantages of using algorithmic extensions to enhance TAD performance through distributed computing. In addition to spawned and parallel NEBs, Mniszewski et al. 5 also considered algorithm extensions such as spawned transition checks and parallel force calls. As the current work focuses on the new concept of speculative state parallelization, spawned transition checks and parallel force calls were not considered. Additionally, the number of cores used to parallelize NEB calculations was set to a single value (ParallelNEBCoreCount) to produce a more manageable parameter space.
Although it can be useful to frame the SpecTAD algorithm as a recursive function, this formulation is only an approximation of the SpecTAD method implemented in practice. In addition to the recursive procedures presented in Algorithms 1 to 3, a true application requires that functionality be put in place to manage limited computational resources. In this work, the addition of a process manager was used to queue and execute all branching, pruning and NEB requests. The details of this queuing procedure will be discussed in conjunction with the presentation of corerestricted performance.
The SpecTAD application simulator
The application simulator presented here (SpecTADSim) was implemented using the SimianPie parallel DES platform, [33] [34] [35] [36] a successor to the SimX parallel DES framework and SimCore, [37] [38] [39] all developed at Los Alamos National Laboratory, NM. (The open-source Simian software is available on Github at http://github.com/pujyam/ simian.) Using this framework, we exploit the fact that the force call is the most computationally expensive part of the TAD method by replacing it with the simulated passage of time. This procedure allows Algorithm 3 to be expressed as a sequence of events, each burning simulated WCT in proportion to the required number of force calls expected within that event. The consequence is a DES application enabling rapid modeling of the SpecTAD algorithm while providing accurate predictions of the run-time performance and resource requirements. Although SimianPie is a parallel DES platform, the SpecTADSim code was executed in serial for this work.
Application simulation
Due to its algorithmic complexity and parameter-rich nature, SpecTAD is an ideal candidate for DES-based application simulation. Application simulation is a AfterNEB
modeling technique that consists of mimicking the loop structure of the application code as a set of simulation processes, where computationally intense loops are abstracted out and replaced with estimates of (simulated) WCT advances. Usually, the innermost loops in an application code are computationally intense. The key to a successful design of an application simulator is to reproduce the loop structure including loop exit conditions efficiently. In contrast to the typical BSP approach used in most HPC physics simulation codes, SpecTAD exhibits highly asynchronous parallel behavior that is difficult to describe using analytical methods. Even in the absence of parallelization, the nonlinear-stochastic nature of serial TAD will produce performance results that are challenging to predict prior to run-time. As demonstrated by Jeschke et al., the performance analysis of stochastic algorithms used in the physical sciences can require significant effort. 40 DES can be used to overcome such challenges as long as the underlying algorithm spends most of its time performing some quantifiable discrete unit of work. In SpecTAD, the force call fulfills this requirement as the innermost computationally intense loop, allowing for the abstraction of timeconsuming computations into the simulated passage of WCT. This yields a fast-running proxy, in which the incorporation of stochastic decision-making can be used to drive realistic execution flow.
The design of an application simulator requires that tunable parameters be introduced to describe all possible software and hardware variations. These parameters can be very specific or general based on the desired level of abstraction. Due to the absence of real executing work units, pre-computed information is necessary to drive the simulation. In this work, all necessary information was precompiled into a comprehensive catalog by mining the event progression within a standard TAD software application. For a more thorough discussion of the general application simulation concept, we refer the reader to the work of Mniszewski et al. 5 
The Simian framework
The SpecTADSim code is included in the Performance Prediction Toolkit (PPT), a library of physics application proxy codes, middleware models, and hardware models. The overall goal of the library is to expedite the performance prediction of real application codes using stylized pseudo-code implementations. All PPT applications rely on the scalable Simian Parallel Discrete Event Simulation engine [33] [34] [35] [36] (currently available at simian.lanl.gov). SpecTADSim's underlying engine, SimianPie, is the Python version of Simian, and is a descendant of the C ++ SimX framework. [37] [38] [39] Simian is a general-purpose, process-oriented, optionally just-in-time (JIT)-compiled, conservative parallel discrete event simulator (PDES). It is written in the scripting languages Lua and Python as separate but functionally equivalent implementations. It extensively uses the C Foreign Function Interface to interface with external code such as the message passing interface (MPI) library. Simian has been written from the start with JIT compilers in mind, so that it works very well with LuaJIT, PyPy, and so on, in addition to regular non-JIT-capable CPython. The design of Simian puts heavy emphasis on low complexity for the code base. The event loop and queuing mechanism are minimal, yet offer a completely general-purpose PDES functionality. Simian is available as open-source software.
With Simian, the user defines a DES model at an appropriate level of abstraction for any complex system. The PDES model is usually represented as a graph of entity nodes, which communicate with each other by sending information packets at discrete time epochs. The entities themselves reside on logical processes on individual compute nodes. In Simian, each entity is represented as an instance of a class. The packets are sent to user-defined methods on entity classes, which are called service methods (or just services). In addition, one can have processes running locally on the entities, which are special methods called co-routines or micro-threads that can yield and restart at arbitrary states within the method. The processes can further be started and stopped in response to either local or remote requests. Every event is processed at discrete simulated time steps, making the overall simulation a DES.
Another notable feature of the Simian engine is the ability to speed up PDES simulations by making effective use of JIT compilers. JIT compilers are able to perform additional optimizations at run-time by virtue of being aware of the dynamic data dependencies, which a static compiler cannot hope to make use of. By relying on proven JIT compiler optimization techniques, Simian event loop and data structures can afford to be significantly simpler. This is because specially coded cases, which can often speed up event processing when static-compiled, may simply be auto-discovered at run-time by well-designed tracing JIT compilers. As a result, the JIT compiled version of Simian can be more than 20 times faster in serial mode over the non-JIT interpreted version, even while written in a scripting language such as Python or Lua. Although such gains were not realized by the Python-based SpecTADSim code used here, Figure 1 illustrates that the use of JIT-compiled PyPy did result in a threefold increase in speed over its non-JIT counterpart.
Simian has been designed to speed up the development of application simulators, by being user-friendly and minimalistic in approach. Typical application codes are often much shorter and easier to code in dynamic scripting languages. By allowing for JIT compilation, code written in these dynamic languages can approach the execution efficiency of statically compiled code in languages such as C and FORTRAN.
In keeping with the Simian spirit of simplicity, the SpecTADSim code is implemented in a total of about 1000 lines of Python. The code is managed by a single SpecTADEntity object, which is derived from the Simian Entity class and contains service method definitions necessary for sending messages between simulated processes, as well as methods for branching and killing simulated processes. The general TAD procedure, as presented in Algorithms 1 to 3, is mostly contained within the global SpecTAD process method, which inherits from Simian's Process class. The SpecTAD process uses global method definitions for executing transition checks (TransCheck) and an additional NEB process method for simulating all NEB calculations. Figure 2 shows how SpecTADSim uses this framework to capture the basic SpecTAD procedure (Algorithm 2). Following this description, a discrete event occurs when a SpecTAD process advances its local time (highlighted in blue), or when the SpecTADEntity receives a message (blocks 3a and 3b) or creates a new process (blocks 1 and 5).
SpecTADSim parameters and execution flow
Due to the procedurally complex and parameter-rich nature of SpecTAD, we require a detailed parameter set to fully resolve practical performance sensitivities. The SpecTADSim application simulator was designed to reproduce a subset of the behavior of the TADSim application simulator designed and developed by Mniszewski et al. 5 For this reason, much of the SpecTADSim parameter space and execution flow was modeled after the TADSim code. All new SpecTAD-specific parameters have been added to this original parameter set, and some of the original parameters have been redefined. All parameters considered in this work can be organized into three basic categories: (a) physical parameters describing the atomistic system being modeled, (b) method parameters describing the procedural options within the SpecTAD algorithm itself, and (c) architecture parameters describing the hardware used for execution. Although the reader should refer to Mniszewski et al. 5 for a full description of the parameters that are not specific in this work, Table 2 provides brief definitions of most of the parameters defined in the SpecTADSim code. In this section, we define the more critical parameters (including those which are varied in the following sections) and describe the anharmonicity corrections needed to produce accurate results.
We investigate speculative parallelization by analyzing the variation of selected parameters contained within the method parameters and architecture parameters groups. Among the method parameters, the settings of interest include the high temperature used to perform MD (T High ), and the total number of generations considered (Total Generations). Additionally, the previously introduced BranchSetting, NEBSpawnSetting, and NEB ParallelSetting parameters are varied to consider all combinations defined in Table 1 . Regarding the architecture parameters, we assume a large computer cluster consisting of a specific number of cores (TotalCores Available), each running at the same CPU clock speed (CoreCpuSpeed). As will be discussed, our hardware model is simplistic by design. A more thorough investigation of hardware details is left for future work.
Throughout this work, we place an upper bound of 1000 K on the T High parameter to ensure that we are investigating parameters likely to produce a meaningful result in an authentic SpecTAD application. Given the constant FcBlock considered in this work, the average transition rate for the targeted system is less than FcBlock 3 dt when T High 5 1100 K. Therefore, the TAD procedure will Table 1 , at a high temperature of 800 K.
begin to bias the average transition time towards 0:5 3 FcBlock 3 dt when the temperature is too high, thus producing an inaccurate time-evolution.
For the physical test system used in this work (to be described in the ''Validation'' section), direct MD simulations were found to predict slightly higher transition rates than HTST for temperatures exceeding 500 K. Due to the fact that most material systems exhibit such increases in rate anharmonicity at higher temperatures, SpecTADSim must account for the expected change in realistic behavior relative to HTST assumptions. Within the application simulator, such discrepancies were accounted for by introducing empirically designed anharmonic corrections in three areas of the code: (i) the temperature-dependent transition rate cataloged for each pathway, (ii) the number of extra NEB force calls required to detect an increasing number of intermediate minima between combined transitions at higher temperatures, and (iii) the increasing number of force calls required to perform transition checks at higher temperatures. Although similar corrections were implemented in the original TADSim code, 5 anharmonicity was independently revisited in the development of SpecTADSim to better suit the new code. All corrections are designed to produce itemized force call counts and total boost predictions closely matching the behavior of a real serial TAD code (discussed in the ''Validation'' section).
Controlling the first and most important of the anharmonic corrections, the path-dependent PathAnh Correction parameter is used to determine the required increase in the pathway rate when T High is higher than AnhMinTemp. In this case, the HTST rate prediction is multiplied by the anharmonicity correction factor (a), which is given by (1 + (T À AnhMinTemp) 3 (PathAnhCorrection À 1)=AnhMinTemp).
The second type of anharmonicity correction, dealing with the detection of an increased number of intermediate minima, is partially introduced by accounting for the number of wasted NEB calls that will ultimately be used to discover known transitions. This occurs when a known transition is equivalent to an intermediate minimum discovered during the NEB analysis of a non-adjacent state. In SpecTADSim, this is accounted for by introducing a probability, P NEB , that a recognized transition may still require a NEB call before it can be treated as such. Here, P NEB is defined as (1 À b) 3 (PathAnhCorrection À 1:0)= (PathAnhCorrection), where b is given by 0:6a.
The final anharmonicity correction, dealing with the increasing number of force calls required to perform transition checks at higher temperatures, is used to increase the effective values used for the FcYesTransition and FcNoTransition parameters. That is, the actual number of force calls used during a transition check is determined by adding 4½(t High À AnhMinTemp)=100 2:25 to these parameters.
Although a vast parameter space is accessible to SpecTADSim, a significant subset of parameters was held constant in this work to better illuminate general considerations for the implementation of an authentic SpecTAD code. Clearly, a change in the physical test system can significantly alter the parallel scaling by changing critical parameters like n Min and BarrierHeight. However, the physical system parameters used in this work represent an ideal candidate for the parallel algorithm extensions proposed. More specifically, the chosen parameters represent a real material system with relatively high state-tostate transition barriers and a relatively high probability that the correct low-temperature transition will be observed long before the high-temperature stop time. This means that the parallel scaling predictions in this work can be taken as somewhat optimistic for performance on more general material systems.
Performance metrics
SpecTADSim is instrumented to collect a wide range of simulated performance data, ranging from itemized force call tallies to computational boost predictions. The following analyses to be presented in this paper will focus on the smaller set of performance metrics listed in Table 3 . The most important of these metrics are the total and limiting computational boosts.
In the context of AMD-based methods, the total computational boost, B Tot , is used to measure the overall improvement in the speed of state-to-state evolution compared to a traditional MD simulation. The total boost can be expressed in multiple ways, but we will determine the value in this work by the following:
where WCT TAD is the WCT used to reach some time, t Low , using a TAD-based method, and WCT MD, Low is the WCT that would have been required to reach t Low using a traditional MD simulation on the same machine. Using the generation-stacking representation of SpecTAD shown in Figure 3 , B Tot is equivalent to the slope of the blue line.
Here, the blue line starts at WCT MD, Low = WCT TAD = 0 and ends at the intersection of max(WCT MD, Low ) and max(WCT TAD ). Within this representation, each rectangle represents a winning SpecTAD generation. The x-dimension of each rectangle is defined by the total WCT required for SpecTAD to find a winning transition, while the y-dimension is defined by the equivalent WCT needed to find the winning transition using pure MD at the temperature of interest. Note that B Tot is not necessarily determined by the WCT at which the very last SpecTAD generation has finished, but by the WCT at which all SpecTAD generations have finished. Due to the stochastic nature of TAD, the last generation to begin executing is often not the last generation to finish executing. As one can easily infer from Figure 3 , the average B Tot prediction obtained over many SpecTAD trials will increase as the number of generations does. There is, however, an upper bound on the average B Tot as the number of generations is taken to the infinite limit. This upper bound, referred to here as the limiting computational boost, B Lim , corresponds to the slope of the red line in Figure 3 . Here, the red line starts at WCT MD, Low = WCT TAD = 0 and ends at the initial WCT MD, Low and WCT TAD of the final SpecTAD generation. In practice, the end point of this red line corresponds to the WCT at which the very last winning transition is observed (on the x-axis) and the equivalent low-temperature MD WCT (on the y-axis). As the number of total accepted transitions (TotalGenerations) approaches infinity, the WCT at which the very last winning transition is observed approaches the total WCT of the complete SpecTAD simulation. For this limiting case, B Tot ! B Lim . Therefore, we can assume that B Lim gives an upper bound on the boost such that B Tot 4 B Lim . In order to avoid presenting total boost numbers with strong dependencies on the specific choice of TotalGenerations, most of the analysis in this paper focuses on the average B Lim prediction made over many trials.
In addition to the total and limiting boosts, this work also focuses on the architecture metrics N Max C and N Max, % C . The first of these metrics, N Max C , refers to the maximum core count used within a specific simulated SpecTAD run. Since this value is not bounded with respect to time for a system obeying first-order kinetics, as is assumed in TAD, we also consider a metric designed to track the core count requirement as a function of time, N Max, % C . In order to produce a consistent time-dependent measure of the available core usage, N Max, % C is designed to return the maximum number of cores used within each of 100 simulated WCT bins, each corresponding to 1% of the total simulated WCT for that SpecTADSim run. The time-dependent Figure 3 . An illustration of the difference between the total CPU boost (B Tot ) and limiting CPU boost (B Lim ) generated with data from a real SpecTAD run using AN-IS settings at a high temperature of 500 K. Here, each green rectangle represents a winning SpecTAD generation. The x-dimension of each rectangle is defined by the total WCT required for SpecTAD to find a winning transition, while the y-dimension is defined by the equivalent WCT needed to find the winning transition using pure MD at the temperature of interest. Although the rectangles are drawn to appear horizontally longer, the x-axis only spans hours while the y-dimension spans tens of weeks (thousands of hours). The blue and red lines, explained in the text, are imaginary lines used to illustrate the total and limiting boost values, respectively. Here, we see that B Tot gives the total boost obtained over a finite number of completed TAD generations, while B Lim gives a theoretical upper bound on B Tot as the number of generations is taken to infinity. nature of this metric has proven to be a valuable tool for understanding the steady-state behavior of the SpecTAD algorithm, a topic that will be discussed in detail in the ''Steady-state core requirements'' section.
The physical test system
As an early step in the ongoing development of the new SpecTAD method, this work highlights the systematic investigation of the T High , BranchSetting, NEBS pawnSetting, NEBParallelSetting, Total Generations and TotalCoresAvailable parameters within Algorithm 3. All other parameters were held constant, according to the values listed in Table 2 . These specific values were chosen because they have been previously investigated and validated using the TAD application simulator (TADSim) in previous work. 5 
System information
In order to leverage significant knowledge gained about the behavior of the serial TAD procedure in Mniszewski et al., 5 the same physical system was used to investigate the behavior of the SpecTAD procedure. The physical system is a surface adatom configuration of 301 silver atoms (151 free to move), with interatomic forces defined by an embedded atom method parameterization. [41] [42] [43] A perspective illustration of the system is shown in Figure 4 , where the adatom is highlighted in red. In Table 2 , the values of some parameters are listed as precomputed by pathway. For the silver adatom system, the most dominant escape pathways at 300 K have BarrierHeight values of 0.492 eV and 0.586 eV with n values of 4:2 3 10 12 s À1 and 5:9 3 10 12 s À1 , respectively. We note that these prefactors are typical for material diffusion mechanisms. For the same pathways, the FcNEB parameters were 7000 and 13,000 force calls, typical for the performance of the NEB method on hop and exchange diffusion mechanisms. However, at elevated high temperatures, the characterization of other more complex pathways is also necessary, sometimes requiring an order of magnitude more force calls. At elevated high temperatures, the previously mentioned anharmonic effects also come into play. In this work, the PathAnhCorrection parameters for the most dominant pathways were set to 1.5 and 4.0 respectively, mimicking the MD bias toward the adatom exchange event at higher temperatures. For more information about the physical test system, we refer the reader to Section 7 of Mniszewski et al. 5 
Validation
In order to establish reasonable confidence in the accuracy of SpecTADSim's performance predictions, an authentic SpecTAD application was implemented in Fortran following Algorithm 2. Here, authentic refers to a simple, but real, AMD benchmark code intended to validate the SpecTADSim application simulator. The branching and pruning of speculative states was accomplished in the authentic code using asynchronous MPI communication and a dedicated manager core. As is done within the application simulator, SpecTAD processes are mapped onto free worker cores at random by the manager core. This simple SpecTAD implementation, analogous to the use of AN-IS settings within the SpecTADSim code, was used to validate the DES-based prediction of B Tot over 100 generations and at T High values of 700 K and 900 K. Similarly, an authentic serial TAD application was used to validate the accuracy of B Tot predictions for a single SpecTADSim generation.
As summarized in Figure 5 (a), validation against the average single generation B Tot value obtained in serial TAD was performed in SpecTADSim by setting the AN-IS parameter combination along with Total Generations = TotalCoresAvailable = 1. From there, 64 trials were run at each of six high temperatures ranging from 500 K to 1000 K using both the SpecTADSim and authentic TAD codes, where the authentic code was run on a 2.67 GHz Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU X5650 processor. The average number of force calls per algorithm stage and the total computational boost predictions were compared, with both metrics showing strong agreement and capturing accurate temperature dependence.
Summarized in Figure 5(b) , validation against the authentic SpecTAD implementation was performed in SpecTADSim by setting the AN-IS parameter combination along with T High = 700 K and 900 K, Total Generations =100, and TotalCoresAvailable = 80. From there, 25 trials were run using the SpecTADSim code and 10 trials using the authentic SpecTAD code. The at T High = 900 K, SpecTAD used an average maximum core count of 72.00 (61.36) while SpecTADSim predicted an average maximum core count of 70.84 (61.18). SpecTADSim's slight underprediction of the required core count is a direct consequence of the ideal communication assumed throughout this analysis. Although specific hardware model choices will be investigated in future work, this investigation is intended to focus on the relationship between method parameter choices and the upper bound on performance. In line with this approach, the authentic SpecTAD code has yet to be optimized with the intention of reducing communication overheads.
Limiting boost results
In order to determine the upper bound on the total computational boost offered by all eight BranchSetting-NEBSpawnSetting-NEBParallelSetting parameter combinations (henceforth referred to as Branch2NEB combinations), limiting computational boost calculations were performed for an infinite machine (TotalCores Available = ') at temperatures ranging from 600 K to 1000 K. We select this temperature range for practical reasons: at T \ 600 K, there is little difference between the Branch-NEB combinations, and at T . 1000 K, SpecTAD will not choose accurate transition times for the constant FcBlock parameter used in this analysis. Even if the FcBlock parameter was decreased by an order of magnitude, the expected increase in anharmonicity error would also lead to a significant reduction in accuracy at higher temperatures.
The limiting boost (B Lim ) values, plotted in Figure 6 (a), were determined for each parameter combination by averaging the B Lim prediction (illustrated in Figure 3 ) made by 10 separate trial simulations reaching 1000 SpecTAD generations. The use of TotalGenerations = 1000 was chosen to ensure that enough generations were present to converge upon the correct B Lim value with tight error bars. Since it can be prohibitively memory-intensive or impractically time-consuming to perform direct runs reaching 1000 generations for certain BeforeNEB settings at high temperatures, these long runs were synthetically constructed by combining the results of many singlegeneration simulations into long trials. These synthetic runs, equivalent to direct runs under the simplistic hardware model and infinite core assumption, were indistinguishable from a small set of direct 1000-generation B Lim predictions used as validation. In fact, fewer than Figure 5 . (a) A comparison between the average CPU boost predictions provided by SpecTADSim using the AN-IS setting on a single core and the average CPU boosts achieved by a real TAD code. For each of the validated high temperatures, the average total number of force calls (not shown) was predicted with < 8% error for all but the 600 K setting (15:3% ± 1:8%). For the hightemperature settings explored more extensively in this work, 700 K to 1000 K, the average force-call errors ranged from a low of 5:0% ± 1:2% at 800 K to 7:7% ± 1:1% at 900 K. (b) For the AN-IS SpecTAD setting, the average total boost obtained for each successive winning TAD generation (transition), up to 100 generations. Here the blue data points depict the average results found with a real SpecTAD code, while the red data points are the average SpecTADSim predictions. Multiple-generation SpecTAD validation studies were performed at T High values of 700 K and 900 K. Both (a) and (b) depict results for the standard silver adatom system considered in this work (shown in Figure 4 ). Error bars depict the standard deviation of the mean value.
100 generations were often sufficient to produce converged B Lim predictions.
Although it may seem like a better alternative to use many trials of a single-generation simulation than fewer trials of a long synthetic simulation to predict B Lim , this approach would not be correct. The problem with such a calculation is that the mean of a ratio is not generally equivalent to the ratio of two means. Therefore, it is not the case that the average boost obtained for a single generation is equivalent to the average boost obtained over many generations.
The limiting boost results suggest that the performance disparity between specific Branch-NEB combination choices is amplified by the high temperature. At 600 K, the Branch-NEB setting has little effect on the available boost, while at 1000 K, the difference between the best and worst settings approaches one order of magnitude. At higher temperatures the distribution of results further suggests that NEB parallelization is required to obtain a nearoptimal boost, exposing the critical importance of the NEB duration on overall performance. In fact, the only promising Branch-NEB setting utilizing serial NEB calculations is that of BN-SS, which will be exposed as highly inefficient in the ''Steady-state core requirements'' section.
Also summarized is the predicted upper bound on the parallel speed-up for all possible settings in Figure 6 (b). In this plot, the limiting boost has been normalized by the average total boost predicted using TotalCores Available = 1 for the same number of generations. We refer to this normalized value as the limiting parallel speed-up. Here we find that the advantage of using speculative parallelization increases with the specific choice of T High for the range of values considered in this work.
Judging from the limiting boost and limiting parallel speed-up results alone, one might be tempted to declare that the BN-SS and BN-SP parameter settings at T High = 1000 K are optimal. Given a machine with an infinite core count and no concern for parallel efficiency, the BeforeNEB settings with Spawned NEBs will indeed offer the best boost. However, the parallel efficiency is typically a critical performance concern in practice, and we have yet to investigate the number of CPUs required to obtain performance metrics approaching those summarized in Figure 6 . The next step in our analysis is to predict how many cores each of the Branch-NEB settings will use.
Steady-state core requirements
In contrast to the typical BSP approach often used in scientific computing, SpecTAD cannot be parallelized across an arbitrary number of cores. Due to the required time delay between the start of each speculative process and the detection of its winning transition, all SpecTAD simulations will eventually reach a point after which the active core count will fluctuate about an average steadystate value. This steady-state value is proportional to the average number of active processes required for the overall rates of branching and pruning to become equivalent to each other. If speculative branching is performed on a machine with many more cores available than the expected steady-state core-count, many of these cores will simply remain idle. On the other hand, if speculative branching is performed on a machine with too few cores available, performance will take a hit, and the performance predictions summarized in Figure 6 will no longer apply. The steady-state behavior of SpecTAD can be interpreted using the timeline of all speculative processes shown in Figure 7 . Using such a representation, one can draw a vertical line at any arbitrary point in time (along the x-axis) and define the size of the active SpecTAD tree as the number of horizontal bars (speculative processes) intersecting that line. Following this procedure, the depth of the current tree can also be defined as the difference between the largest intersecting process number and the smallest intersecting process number. Given the linear, band-like nature of stacked processes along the x-axis, it is clear that both the size and depth of the active tree will fluctuate about an average value. Following this approach, one can conclude that parameter combinations resulting in a steeper stacking sequence (i.e., a higher boost) will result in a larger tree depth during steady-state, thus requiring more cores. Parameter settings utilizing parallel NEB calculations will result in a higher steady-state core-count, because the average number of cores used at any given time by each speculative process in the active tree must be greater. Also, parameter settings using BeforeNEB branching will result in a higher steady-state core-count because losing processes will be branched more often.
To determine the average steady-state core-count required for each parameter combination, we apply the N Max, % C metric introduced earlier. This metric, which defines the required number of cores as a function of the WCT percentage, was averaged over 64 trials with total Generations = 500 and TotalCores Available = ' for all Branch-NEB combinations. The results, as illustrated in Figure 8 for the AN-IP setting, suggest that reasonable steady-state core-count behavior is present within the innermost 33% of the WCT for all cases considered. Therefore, the average core count expected for a simulation reaching an infinite number of transitions (i.e., capable of obtaining B Lim ) was taken to be the average N Max, % C result for each parameter combination within the WCT range of 33%-66%.
A summary of the average steady-state core-count predictions is presented in Figure 9 (a). Here, we see that the Branch-NEB combinations promising better limiting boosts at high temperatures also require significantly more computational resources. The main exception to this trend is the BN-IS setting, which is predicted to be both slow and core-hungry.
As summarized in Figure 9 (b), we also determine the approximate parallel efficiency of each setting by taking the average B Lim prediction obtained over 500 generations, and dividing it by ½(m Nc, Steady + 2s Nc, Steady )B Serial Tot , where m Nc, Steady is the average steady-state core-count result, s Nc, Steady is the standard deviation, and B Serial Tot is the average boost predicted using TotalCoresAvailable = 1 and TotalGenerations = 500. The resulting numbers highlight the dramatically inefficient use of resources caused by certain BeforeNEB parameter settings. More specifically, we find that the use of serial NEB Figure 7 . A timeline illustration showing real AN-IS (black and red) and BN-SP (green and red) SpecTADSim runs performed with T High =900 K, TotalGenerations=200 and TotalCoresAvailable=∞. The horizontal green/black bars represent winning speculative processes, while the red bars represent losing processes. The band-like behavior of both methods makes it clear why the active core count will fluctuate about an average value when TAD processes are started and finished at the same average rate. The average steady-state core-count clearly depends on the slope of the stacked processes (the boost), as well as the average number of losing processes and NEB cores used per winning process. For the BN-SP setting (green and red), a higher boost is obtained, but a significantly higher steady-state core-count is also likely. calculations becomes highly inefficient when used in conjunction with BeforeNEB branching at high temperatures.
Once again, this issue is due to the critical role in overall performance played by the duration of the NEB calculations. When NEB calculations are too slow relative to the rate at which transitions are observed, non-winning branches are able to grow (sometimes considerably) before they can be recognized as losing branches.
Using the presented steady-state core-count predictions and corresponding limiting boost estimates, it is straightforward to determine the best boost available for a large machine. For example, one can deduce that the BN-SP setting's optimal limiting boost of 2:1 3 10 5 at T High =1000 K ( Figure 6 (a), black dashed line coinciding with green dashed line) is available on a machine with 1000 cores, because the corresponding steady-state core-count is less than 700 for that setting. However, determining the available boost for smaller machines can be more difficult, because the behavior of the SpecTAD algorithm must change when the maximum available core-count cannot accommodate the steady-state demand. Next, we model this core-count restriction effect to predict the scaling behavior of SpecTAD across a broad range of possible machine sizes.
Core-restricted parallel scaling
To investigate the core-count-dependent behavior of the SpecTAD algorithm, 64 trials were performed, each reaching TotalGenerations = 500 for all temperatures and Branch-NEB settings of interest. For each setting, the maximum available core count (TotalCoresAvailable) was restricted to each of the following discrete values: 1, 16, 32, 48, 64, 96, 128, 256, 512 , and 1024. Here, 1024 was the only value expected to accommodate the full core-count requirement for the BN-SP setting at T High =1000 K, which is known to produce the greatest B Lim prediction. Since we expect to access the greatest possible B Lim prediction displayed in Figure 6 at TotalCoresAvailable = 1024, it is assumed that the SpecTAD algorithm will not scale beyond this core count for the fixed parameter set used here.
When the number of SpecTAD and NEB processes requiring attention exceeds the number of cores available on the simulated machine, the SpecTAD algorithm exhibits behavior very different to that observed on an ideal machine with infinite resources. The exact behavior can depend strongly on the procedure used to manage both speculative TAD processes and NEB calculations. Here, we assume a very simple management procedure in which only speculative processes are queued by a manager, while NEB processes are allowed to use whatever resources are available at the exact time the NEB function is called. When the NEB function is called at a time when there are not enough resources available to execute the NEB with the desired NEBSpawnSetting and NEBParallel Setting choices, the cost of the NEB is reduced by downgrading its setting in the following order: Spawned-Parallel!Spawned-Serial!Inline-Serial OR Inline-Parallel!Inline-Serial. The general approach is to make the minimum reduction in the required core count, without ever promoting an Inline setting to a Spawned setting (even if it requires fewer cores).
A summary of all core-restricted limiting boost results is presented in Figure 10 , where solid and dashed lines correspond to the AfterNEB and BeforeNEB settings, respectively. The results illustrate four major trends, with the first being that all Branch-NEB settings exhibit AN-IS behavior when a low core count is available. This means that there is little reason to implement a more sophisticated procedure than the one expressed in Algorithm 2, unless approximately 48 or more cores are available on the system. The second major trend is that BeforeNEB branching only becomes significantly advantageous on core counts that are so large that the predicted boost is already scaling poorly. The third major trend is that NEB parallelization is a critical requirement for accessing near-optimal limiting boosts on most systems. The fourth and final major trend is that the optimal high temperature is dependent on the number of cores available in the system, with 800 K being the optimal temperature at low core counts and 1000 K becoming the best choice for machines containing more than 1000 cores.
Complementary to the comprehensive summary of results shown in Figure 10 , we also focus on the boosts provided by the more successful settings by analyzing the optimized scaling plot shown in Figure 11 . In this plot, short horizontal lines mark the five highest average B Lim predictions observed for each of the core-count restrictions considered. The highest predictions observed at each of the available core counts are connected by a blue curve, representing the scaling of the optimized limiting boost. The quality of the optimized limiting boost can be determined by comparing the blue curve with the red dashed line, which depicts the theoretical limiting boost available for an ideal method with perfect parallel efficiency. For each of the core counts considered, the corresponding Branch-NEB setting and T High parameter combination is listed in order, according to its average B Lim prediction, from best to worst.
The organization of results shown in Figure 11 clearly highlights the same four trends already observed. For example, the AN-IS setting is found to provide a nearoptimal limiting boost when the number of cores is no greater than 48, and the optimal T High setting transitions from 800 K to 900 K and finally 1000 K as the available core count is increased. Also, the importance of NEB parallelization is highlighted by the dominance of methods utilizing this technique at core counts greater than 100.
In addition to the observation of the general trends just discussed, we can also use Figure 11 to draw conclusions that are relevant to the development of real SpecTAD applications. For example, we can conclude that there is no significant improvement in performance predicted for Branch-NEB settings consisting of BeforeNEB branching or Spawned NEB calculations. Although these sophisticated settings provide optimal limiting boosts at certain high core counts, it is always possible to achieve much (if not all) of the same performance using AfterNEB branching and Inline NEBs. This is a significant conclusion, because it greatly reduces the algorithmic complexity needed to perform SpecTAD. More specifically, it suggests that a simple procedure, similar to the one expressed in Algorithm 2, is all that one needs to achieve the general scaling behavior presented in Figure 11 . Noting that the AN-IP setting provides near-optimal boost behavior across the entire core-count range considered here, we can conclude that the only additional algorithmic extension needed beyond Algorithm 2 is that of NEB parallelization.
While these results do not strongly motivate the implementation of BeforeNEB branching and Spawned NEBs in practice, it is worth clarifying that these capabilities are always likely to improve the boost factor above some minimum core count. Unfortunately, the implementation of these settings is unlikely to result in the efficient use of additional cores. This is because BeforeNEB branching wastes free cores on many losing states, while the marginal boost obtained by spawning a NEB is far outweighed by the marginal boost obtained by parallelizing a winning state. Furthermore, in the absence of BeforeNEB branching, the use of Spawned NEB calculations offers little to no benefit. When using AfterNEB branching, the NEB must be finished before a new speculative state can be branched. Therefore, for the system and parameters considered in this study, it is much more useful to parallelize the NEB (speed it up) than it is to spawn it.
Discussion
The work presented in previous sections was designed to introduce and investigate a general form of the new SpecTAD procedure expressed in Algorithm 3, with the intention of informing the future development of authentic software applications. To focus on the new algorithm extensions related to speculative parallelization and NEB outsourcing/parallelization, we have utilized a fixed set of parameters representing a validated test system. Although an ideal investigation would allow for the variation of all SpecTAD method parameters (in addition to T Low ), the computational time required to explore such a large parameter space is prohibitively expensive when simulating the parallelization of an application. For this reason, we claim that the most promising approach for optimizing parameters in an application like SpecTAD is to start by optimizing the full set of serial TAD parameters, which is far more manageable within a DES-based application simulator. By starting with parameters that are known to produce reasonable performance in the absence of parallelization, as we have done here, we claim that a reasonable Figure 11 . Plot of the optimal limiting boost available for a specific number of cores (blue line). For each core count considered, black tick marks are used to depict the limiting boosts predicted for the five best branching/NEB settings. The labels for the respective tick marks are listed from first to fifth-best at the bottom of the figure. These labels are color-coded by the specific hightemperature setting used (black= 800 K, green = 900 K, and magenta = 1000 K). Note that the optimal temperature and optimal branching/NEB settings change as more cores become available. Also, note that little boost is gained by using more than~256 cores. The red reference line shows the ideal boost available for a given number of cores (the optimal serial boost multiplied by the number of cores). characterization of SpecTAD can be obtained by fixing the parameters that do not control parallel branching/ spawning.
While the AN-IP setting is clearly recommended for systems similar to the silver surface adatom, we acknowledge that some details of SpecTAD's behavior, both quantitative and qualitative, may vary with the alternative assignment of parameters such as FcBlock and T Low . Indeed, it is well known that any variation in the physical T Low parameter, which is completely determined by the target system of interest, will strongly influence the range of boost values available. It is also expected that a reduction in T Low should increase the average stop time of each speculative process, thus increasing the steady-state corecount and improving the parallel scaling behavior. In order to quickly confirm this hypothesis, 25 trials were performed at all of the possible TotalAvailableCores values using the AN-IP setting at T High = 800 K and T Low = 200 K. The resulting B Lim prediction curve is compared to the same curve corresponding to T Low = 300 K in Figure 12 , showing a two-fold improvement in scaling behavior.
The comparison in Figure 12 highlights the fact that the actual physical system targeted by SpecTAD will be a more important predictor of performance than the specific set of method parameters used. Given that this is the very first SpecTAD investigation, we have focused our efforts on a particularly simple physical system in which every state that is likely to be visited is translationally equivalent to the original state. This equivalence between successive states, along with the extreme symmetry present among the most common transitions, minimizes the variation in core-count requirements as a function of generation. This means that a more general physical system is likely to produce a more spread-out steady-state core-count distribution. This is because the first few transitions will be less likely to become official winners than in a simplified system. Fortunately for the analysis presented here, this effect is unlikely to improve the relative performance of BeforeNEB versus AfterNEB branching techniques, because both cases will face the same average increase in number of t Low updates per generation.
Overall, the investigation of a more complicated physical test system is unlikely to motivate a true implementation of the completely general SpecTAD procedure shown in Algorithm 3, in which NEB spawning and BeforeNEB branching become available options. Ultimately, both of these algorithmic extensions aim to accelerate state-tostate SpecTAD evolution by reducing the serial WCT required to perform NEB calculations along the way. Unfortunately, even for the simplistic silver adatom system, we find that these methods lead to highly inefficient core use, producing optimal boost predictions only at excessive core counts. Since the data presented in this paper has investigated the performance of NEB spawning and BeforeNEB branching for a variety of transition rates relative to the NEB duration, there is little reason to expect that a larger inter-run variation of this ratio will lead to unexpected advantages. To the contrary, it is likely that techniques already found to manage computational resources inefficiently will become even worse for more complicated physical systems.
Considering the quantitative results of this work, along with the brief theoretical discussion on the effects of a more complicated physical system, it is reasonable to conclude that a practical SpecTAD software application should follow the strategy introduced in Algorithm 2, in addition to the capability to perform parallel NEB execution (Inline) when a high enough core count is available. Implementing this simple AN-IP form of SpecTAD effectively calls for the translation of the recursive function call (line 25 in Algorithm 1) to an intermediate step closely following the NEB calculation. This intermediate function call, which must branch the execution of the recursive function onto a separate resource, must also be Figure 12 . Plot comparing the core-count-restricted B Lim predictions for the AN-IP setting at T Low = 200 K and 300 K. For consistency, both curves were obtained using a high temperature of 800 K. Each data point obtained at T Low = 200 K represents the average of 25 trials, each reaching 500 generations. The respective scales used to measure the limiting boost predictions for the two low temperatures are aligned such that the black dashed line represents ideal scaling behavior for both cases. It is clear that approximately near-ideal scaling is achieved for up to 64 and 128 cores for 300 K and 200 K, respectively. Therefore, this 100 K reduction in the temperature of the physical system roughly translates to a two-fold increase in the scalable core count. If one were hypothetically interested in modeling this physical system at an even lower temperature (say that of liquid nitrogen), SpecTAD would theoretically scale to core counts greater than 1000. It is also worth noting that the 100 K reduction in low temperature shown here leads to an increase in boost of roughly four orders of magnitude. partnered with a step to prune any previously branched children that can no longer win.
Although not explicitly expressed in algorithm form, the successful implementation of SpecTAD and SpecTADSim required the introduction of a driver process to manage computational resources and piece together the final result. This was accomplished by introducing a manager process to intercept and relay all inter-core messages intended to start or kill worker processes. It is clear that the exact design of this manager process can have a critical effect on parallel performance. For example, the use of a single manager can become a communication bottleneck when many cores try to send and receive messages simultaneously. However important this specific core-management strategy may be for certain physical systems and parameter choices, the formulation of such a process was not the focus of this work. Instead, the SpecTADSim implementation used here was designed to completely ignore any communication time accumulated by the management process in order to capture the ideal performance of SpecTAD.
For simple systems, such as the one used for validation purposes here (see Figure 5 (b)), the assumption of free management and communication provides a reasonable prediction for the overall performance of the AN-IS version of SpecTAD. Given that communication overheads are likely to play a much larger role when NEB spawning and BeforeNEB branching are used, it is reasonable to assume that such considerations would not alter the conclusion that these techniques should be avoided. However, since communication may still strongly affect the exact quantitative scaling behavior of the AN-IP version of SpecTAD recommended here, a much more sophisticated hardware model must be used to scrutinize the specific core management strategy in future work.
In addition to considering more sophisticated hardware models in the future, it is also likely that SpecTAD would benefit from the incorporation of an adaptive procedure in which an optimal high-temperature parameter is learned on the fly. 7 In both Figure 5 (a) and Figure 11 , it is clear that there is a non-trivial optimum high-temperature setting for a given parameter set. Such an adaptive procedure would likely be a valuable addition to the SpecTAD procedure explored here, as it could greatly reduce the performance penalty of initially choosing a sub-optimal parameter set.
Conclusion
We have adopted the DES-based application simulation approach to introduce and explore the performance of a new algorithmic extension to TAD, introduced for the first time here as the SpecTAD method. Using a carefully designed and validated application simulator code (SpecTADSim), we investigated the performance of speculative parallelization techniques within TAD, along with the spawning and parallelization of NEB calculations. We conclude that a relatively simple version of the general SpecTAD algorithm considered (allowing for AfterNEB branching with Inline-Serial and Inline-Parallel NEB calculations) is capable of achieving significant computational gains through parallel scaling. Additionally, we find that the optimal parameter combination, including the high-temperature setting, is dependent on the maximum core count available during execution. Overall, the SpecTADSim code provides a wealth of information that simply cannot be achieved by implementing and testing real application software, thus playing a leading role in the development of a scientifically valuable tool. 
